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a b s t r a c t

A variety of language disturbances including aphasia have been
described after subcortical stroke but less is known about the
factors that influence the long-term recovery of stroke-induced
language dysfunction. We prospectively examined the role of the
affected hemisphere and the lesion site in the occurrence and re-
covery of language deficits in nonthalamic subcortical stroke. Forty
patients with unilateral basal ganglia stroke underwent language
assessment within 1 week, 3 months and 1 year after stroke.
Disturbances in at least one language domain were observed in 35
patients during the first week post stroke including aphasia
diagnosed in 11 patients. Importantly, the appearance of deficits
after stroke onset and the improvement of language function were
not determined by the site of subcortical lesion, but instead were
critically influenced by the affected hemisphere. In fact, the lan-
guage impairments following left and right basal ganglia stroke
mirrored the language dysfunction observed after cortical lesions
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in the same hemisphere. A significant overall language improve-
ment was observed at 3 months after stroke, although residual
deficits in language executive function were the most commonly
observed impairment at 1 year follow-up. Although a substantial
improvement of language function can be expected after non-
thalamic subcortical stroke, our findings suggest that language
recovery may not be fully achieved at 1 year post stroke.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the last few decades a number of studies have focused on the role of the basal ganglia (BG) in
language processing and the presence of language impairment following subcortical vascular damage.
Lesion studies have reported aphasia in the face of vascular subcortical lesions elucidating deficits in
almost every component of language in varying degrees of severity (see Nadeau & Crosson, 1997 for a
review). Lesion location has long been believed to be the major determinant of the clinical charac-
teristics of aphasia (Godefroy, Dubois, Debachy, Leclerc, & Kreisler, 2002). However, the lesion site of
subcortical stroke cannot be reliably associated with aphasia (Wallesch, Johannsen-Horbach, Bartels, &
Herrmann, 1997) and lesion volume cannot predict its clinical type or degree of severity (Nadeau &
Crosson, 1997). Moreover, subcortical infarcts do not usually generate the typical aphasic syndromes
(Copland, Chenery, & Murdoch, 2000; Naeser et al., 1982) and some cases with no language deficits
have been reported (Nadeau & Crosson, 1997). The present study aimed to prospectively examine the
language profiles of a large sample of patients with non-thalamic subcortical stroke from the subacute
stage to 1 year post onset. We further aimed to compare the language performance of patients with left
versus right hemispheric subcortical lesions in order to examine the contribution of the affected
hemisphere to the appearance of language impairment.

Most of the available literature on subcortical stroke has predominantly focused on the language
disturbances typically appearing after left hemisphere (LH) cortical damage. Previous studies with left
BG stroke patients have reported deficits in different domains of speech and language function such as
spontaneous speech, sentence comprehension, repetition, and naming (D'Esposito & Alexander, 1995;
Mega & Alexander, 1994; Metter et al., 1983). Although these language abilities have been critically
attributed to perisylvian cortical regions (Friederici, 2011; Hillis, 2007), their impairment has been also
evidenced after BG stroke. For example, language deficits and dysarthria have been reported after
ischemic lesions in the caudate nucleus (Kumral, Evyapan, & Balkir, 1999). In addition, fluent aphasia,
comprehension difficulties and phonemic paraphasias may follow large putamenal hemorrhages
(D'Esposito & Alexander, 1995). Language disturbances after left striatiocapsular lesions often involve
fluent speech disturbances (Radanovic, Mansur, Azambuja, Porto, & Scaff, 2004) and impairment in
repetition and in naming with paraphasic errors (Nadeau & Crosson, 1997). It has been also suggested
that striatocapsular and white matter periventricular lesions are more strongly associated with pho-
netic than semantic impairment (Kuljic-Obradovic, 2003). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the
presence of language impairment after BG stroke is not unequivocal. Other studies have suggested that
caudate (Caplan et al., 1990) and putamenal lesions are infrequently associated with aphasic symptoms
(Damasio, Damasio, Rizzo, Varney, & Gersh, 1982; Metter et al., 1986), and language function can
remain mainly preserved after striatocapsular stroke (Benson & Ardila, 1996; Kuljic-Obradovic, 2003).
Thus, the occurrence of deficits in different language domains after left BG stroke is largely variable
across studies, and inconsistently related to lesions in specific BG structures.

A different picture arises when considering the occurrence of language disturbance after vascular
damage to the right hemisphere (RH). Linguistic impairments related to discourse ability, pragmatics
and prosody, and low performance in lexical-semantic processes, metaphor comprehension and
receptive prosody have been described in the presence of RH cortical stroke (Jodzio, Lojek, & Bryan,
2005). Although some cases with such language disturbances after subcortical lesions in the RH
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have been reported (Cohen, Riccio,& Flannery,1994; Radanovic& Scaff, 2003) studies addressing these
deficits are rare, and further research is clearly needed.

Importantly, although infrequently studied, deficits following subcortical stroke may also involve
different aspects of language executive function and verbal short-term memory (STM)/working
memory (WM) which are critically supported by the frontal lobes (Alvarez & Emory, 2006; Baddeley,
2003a). Verbal fluency has been traditionally considered a component of executive function
(Mitrushina, Boone, Ramazi, & D'Elia, 2005). Semantic verbal fluency entails complex aspects of ex-
ecutive language ability such as the strategic search and retrieval of the right semantic representations,
monitoring and cognitive flexibility (Ardila, Ostrosky-Solís, & Bernal, 2006; Mitrushina et al., 2005;
Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1997). Semantic fluency tests are sensitive to frontal lobe dysfunc-
tion after either left or right cortical injury (Baldo & Shimamura, 1998). Yet, impaired performance in
tests measuring verbal fluency and word generation has also been reported in patients with BG stroke
(de Boissezon et al., 2005; Kuljic-Obradovic, 2003; Mega & Alexander, 1994; Radanovic et al., 2004).

STM/WM is a cognitive domain crucially related to language processing. The phonological store and
the rehearsal component of verbal STM are essential for the retention of information over short periods
of time (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998) and the manipulation of verbal information is
necessary for different complex cognitive abilities (Baddeley, 2003a). Broca's area and the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) support the rehearsal and manipulation of items in verbal STM/WM
(Baddeley, 2003b; Petrides, 2000). Previous studies of BG stroke have reported cases with deficits in
verbal STM span tests (Cappa et al., 1997; Su, Chen, Kwan, Lin, & Guo, 2007; Vallar et al., 1988).
Furthermore, verbal STM/WM capacity can critically influence comprehension ability (Caplan &
Waters, 1999; Vallar & Baddeley, 1987). The impairment of verbal comprehension of complex mate-
rial related to an increase of STM/WM load has been previously reported in patients with striatocap-
sular stroke (Radanovic et al., 2004).

The occurrence of verbal fluency and STM/WM deficits after BG stroke is plausible given the well-
established connections between the BG and the frontal cortex through different BG-thalamocortical
pathways (Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986; Middleton & Strick, 2000). The caudate nucleus re-
ceives input from the DLPFC through corticostriate projections (Alexander et al., 1986). This region is
involved in executive functions including information monitoring in STM/WM (Petrides, 2005). Also,
the left pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) provides bilateral input to the caudate and putamen
nuclei (Inase, Tokuno, Nambu, Akasawa,& Takada,1999). The left pre-SMA has been relatedwith verbal
WM (Crosson et al., 1999) and fMRI studies have evidenced the activation of different components of
the left pre-SMA-BG-ventral anterior thalamic loop in word generation tasks (Crosson et al., 2003).

It has been suggested that executive dysfunction can be expected after lesions to the components of
the frontostriatal circuits (Cummings, 1993) as they are anatomically and functionally related
(Groenewegen, Berendse, Wolters, & Lohman, 1990; Parent, 1990). Neurodegenerative disorders pro-
vide further evidence of executive dysfunction after BG pathology. Patients with Parkinson's disease
commonly present impaired performance in executive function measures including verbal fluency and
WM (Zgaljardic, Borod, Foldi, & Mattis, 2003). These executive deficits have been related to dopamine
depletion in the caudate nucleus that interrupts the normal activity in the frontostriatal circuitry
(Lewis, Dove, Robbins, Barker, & Owen, 2003; Owen, 2004). Similarly, the executive impairments re-
ported in patients with Huntington's disease (Montoya, Price, Menear, & Lepage, 2006) might be
accounted for by the progressive degeneration of the caudate nucleus which receives prefrontal pro-
jections (Alexander et al., 1986). These findings suggest that executive dysfunction should also be
expected after focal injury to the BG.

As reviewed here, much of the evidence of language impairment occurring after BG stroke comes
from cross-sectional studies. However, it remains unclear how patients with subcortical damage
recover from language dysfunction in the long-term. Only a few longitudinal studies based on clinical
descriptions with accompanying neuroimaging data have been conducted to determine the recovery
pattern of language dysfunction in subcortical stroke. Vallar et al. (1988) studied the evolution of 8
patients up to 6 months after BG stroke. The six patients who initially presented aphasia exhibited
substantial recovery although residual language deficits were evidenced at the final assessment.
Fromm, Holland, Swindell, and Reinmuth (1985) prospectively studied 16 cases for 22 weeks after
subcortical stroke and found that 11 patients with language and other cognitive deficits presented a
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significant recovery between the first 6 and 8 weeks from brain insult, with language improvement
being more complete and rapid as compared to other cognitive deficits. However, de Boissezon et al.
(2005) found that 7 patients with aphasia following subcortical stroke performed significantly
below a control group in an overt noun and verb generation task at one year-follow up, suggesting that
language recovery was not fully completed at this time point.

In summary, the language deficits due to nonthalamic subcortical stroke are largely variable and a
unitary profile of language impairment has not been clearly defined on the basis of the BG injured. Only
a few longitudinal studies have addressed the evolution of language dysfunction beyond the subacute
phase of stroke. However, residual deficits in the long term have only been examined in small samples
and the role of the affected hemisphere in the occurrence and recovery of language impairment re-
mains unclear. The present study aimed to examine the occurrence and long-term recovery of language
deficits in a large cohort of patients with nonthalamic unilateral subcortical stroke, while prospectively
addressing the role of the hemispheric localization and the site of the lesion in language recovery from
the subacute stage to one year post stroke.We also explored the occurrence and recovery of verbal STM
impairment and its relationship with comprehension of complex verbal material. We expected that
although patients would not be clearly differentiated according to the site of the lesion, the language
impairment in the group of patients with LH stroke would be more severe and qualitatively different
from that observed in the RH group. Accordingly, we expected that the hemisphere but not the specific
BG structures affected by the lesion would be critical to clearly differentiate the language recovery in
our patients at the 3 time points of assessment. Given the abovementioned evidence that executive
function relies on components of the frontal lobe-BG connections, we expected the occurrence of
deficits in language processes relying on executive function and hypothesized that the pattern of re-
covery of such processes would be different from the recovery of the lexical-semantic functions sup-
ported by perisylvian cortical regions. In addition, we expected that residual deficits would continue to
be observed at 1 year follow-up.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The participants were 59 patients admitted to the Neurology unit of the Hospital Universitari de
Bellvitge, L'Hospitalet de Llobregat in Barcelona, Spain presenting a subcortical stroke identified on
computerized tomography (CT). Patients were continuously included into the final sample over a
period of 30 months. The inclusion criteria were: i) first and single nonthalamic subcortical stroke, ii)
vascular lesion in either the caudate nucleus with or without involvement of adjacent BG nuclei, or in
any other BG nuclei (with or without impairment to adjacent white matter pathways in both cases), iii)
ischemic and hemorrhagic etiology, iv) neurological condition and cognitive status stable enough to
allow the completion of language assessment. Exclusion criteria were: i) evidence of cortical lesions,
and ii) history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.

We discarded 13 patients from the initial sample because cortical lesions in frontal and temporal
regions were found on MRI scans at 3 months post stroke. At this time point, 6 patients with lesions in
the thalamus were excluded, as their MRI scans evidenced that the BG structures remained spared. The
final sample consisted of 40 patients (32 male), ages ranging between 18 and 75 (M ¼ 54.1 years;
SD¼ 15.68). Themean number of educational years was 6.65 (SD¼ 2.66). Patients were predominantly
right-handed and only cases 11 and 22 showed a tendency to ambidexterity as assessed with the
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI, Oldfield, 1971). All patients were Spanish native speakers. Of
these, 31 patients were bilinguals and had learned Catalan as their second language, whereas 9 patients
were monolinguals for Spanish. The remaining patients only spoke Spanish.

Lesions in the LH were as frequent as lesions in the RH, affecting 20 patients in each group. There
were no significant differences in age [LH lesion M ¼ 56.25, SD ¼ 16.39; RH lesion M ¼ 51.95,
SD ¼ 15.05; t (38) ¼ �.86, p ¼ .39] or years of education [LH lesion M ¼ 6.4, SD ¼ 2.93; RH lesion
M ¼ 6.9, SD ¼ 2.42; t (38) ¼ .58, p ¼ .56] between patients with a left-sided lesion and those with a
right-sided lesion. Similarly, we found no significant differences in age [caudate nucleus M ¼ 52.65,
SD¼ 15.57; other BG nucleiM¼ 55.55, SD¼ 16.06; t (38)¼�.58, p¼ .56] or years of education [caudate
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nucleus M ¼ 6.45, SD ¼ 2.91; other BG nuclei M ¼ 6.85, SD ¼ 2.45; t (38) ¼ �.47, p ¼ .64] between
patients with lesions in the caudate nucleus and patients with lesions in other BG nuclei.

There were no significant differences in lesion volume when comparing patients according to the
hemisphere of the lesion [LH lesion M ¼ 4.55, SD ¼ 1.88; RH lesion M ¼ 4.25, SD ¼ 1.97; t (38) ¼ �.49,
p ¼ .62] or the lesion site [caudate nucleus M ¼ 3.95, SD ¼ 1.76; other BG nuclei M ¼ 4.85, SD ¼ 1.98; t
(38) ¼ �1.51, p ¼ .14]. The mean volume of the lesion for the total sample was 4.04 cm3 (SD ¼ 1.9).

Ischemic lesions affecting the caudate nucleus (75%) were more frequently observed than hemor-
rhagic lesions (25%). Conversely, hemorrhagic lesions (80%) were more common in patients with le-
sions involving other BG nuclei than ischemic lesions (20%). Table 1 summarizes the subcortical
structures and adjacent pathways affected in the overall sample (also see Fig. 1 for CT and MRI scans of
four representative cases). All procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the Committee of Ethics for Clinical Research of the Hospital Uni-
versitari de Bellvitge. Patients gave their informed written consent.
2.2. Language and STM assessment

All patients underwent a battery of tests addressing different aspects of language. Five subtests
included in the Integrated Program of Neuropsychological Examination- Revised Barcelona Test (Pe~na-
Casanova, 2005) were used to evaluate different language abilities. The Conversational narrative speech
testwas used to examine speech fluency and information content in spontaneous speech. It consists of
a conversation based on eight standardized open questions regarding personal, familiar and stroke
related information. The Picture description test is a measure of spontaneous narrative speech that
constrains the production of connected speech to a specific pictured context (Bird, Lambon Ralph,
Patterson, & Hodges, 2000). It is also informative of discourse function deficits as structured tasks of
high complexity may intensify deficits in the presence of RH lesions (Joanette & Goulet, 1990) other-
wise not observed in more natural conversational contexts. This measure includes one picture that
requires the description of six events in a family scene. Language executive function was evaluated
using a semantic verbal fluency test. The Animal naming fluency test is a word generation task that
involves producing as many animal names as possible in one minute. This task allowed evaluating the
ability of patients to accurately select, retrieve and produce several items of a common semantic
category in a reduced time period. Auditory comprehension was assessed with the Commands test. It
includes five instructions that measure the ability to process an increasing number of units of auditory
information and to perform the specific actions required. The Digit forward test of the same neuro-
psychological battery was also included to assess verbal STM and to determine the relationship be-
tween this ability and performance on the Token test. The Digit Forward test requires the immediate
recall of strings of randomly arranged digits in the forward order. Additionally, the Token test (De Renzi
& Faglioni, 1978) was used to evaluate verbal comprehension of complex material. This test was
Table 1
Localization of lesions in the basal ganglia and adjacent white matter according to the hemisphere of the lesion.

Group LH RH BG structure WM involved in LH
stroke

WM involved in RH
stroke

CR EC IC-AL IC-PL CR EC IC-AL IC-PL

Caudate/
Caudate þ other
BG nuclei
(n ¼ 20)

0 1 Caudate 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5 2 Caudate þ Putamen 4 4 2 1 2 0 2 0
0 1 Caudate þ G. pallidus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 4 Caudate þ Putamen þ G. pallidus 6 3 3 4 4 2 2 2

Other BG nuclei þ
spared Caudate

(n ¼ 20)

3 9 Putamen 2 3 0 0 5 6 0 3
0 1 G. pallidus 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
5 2 Putamen þ G. pallidus 4 5 1 4 0 2 0 2

Values represent the number of cases with lesions according to the hemisphere, basal ganglia structure, and white matter
involvement.
LH ¼ left hemisphere; RH ¼ right hemisphere; BG ¼ basal ganglia; WM ¼ white matter; CR ¼ corona radiate; EC ¼ external
capsule; IC-AL ¼ internal capsule: anterior limb; IC-PL ¼ internal capsule: posterior limb; G. pallidus ¼ globus pallidus.



Fig. 1. Structural scans and SPECT from representative cases. (AeB). T2-weigthed MRI scans of case 2 and case 20 showing an
ischemic lesion involving the left caudate and putamen nucleus. (C) T2-weigthed MRI of case 4 with a left ischemic lesion in the
putamen but spared caudate nucleus. (D) CT scan of case 36 with an ischemic lesion in the right caudate and putamen nucleus. Note
that case 2 performed within the normal limits in all language tests whereas language dysfunction in the remaining cases ranged
from mild language deficits (case 36) to severe aphasia (case 4) during the first week after stroke.
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included in order to increase the complexity of verbal comprehension, as it loads on STM/WM because
of the increasing number of lexical items (Friedmann&Gvion, 2003). Naming ability was assessedwith
a 15-item short version of the Boston naming test (Calero, Arnedo, Navarro, Ruiz-Pedrosa, & Carnero,
2002). All tests were administered in Spanish and the normative data for the Spanish population were
available.

2.3. Imaging protocol

CT scans were performed with an Elscint CT unit (Elscint, Haifa, Israel) using serial slices of 5 and
10 mm. Axial and coronal MRI T2-weighted images were obtained with a 0.5 T Philips scanner (Philips,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Slice thickness for MRI scans was fixed at 7 mm. MRI scans were used to
determine the lesion site and volume in all patients, except for 2 cases with LH stroke (cases 6 and 11)
for whom only CT scans were available. The lesion size was calculated using the summation-of-areas
technique, a simple and practical mean of calculating lesion volumes (Breiman et al., 1982; Watson
et al., 1992). First, the area of each lesion was calculated in each MRI or CT slice cut by measuring
the two diameters of the lesion in non-round-shaped lesions or by calculating the circle area using the
radius in round-shaped lesions. The resulting value was then multiplied by the slice thickness, which
allowed obtaining the lesional tissue area in cm3. When the lesion was detected on different slices, the
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volume of each lesion was calculated by also adding the slice volumes. Given that the density or signal
intensity of the internal capsule differs from that of the BG and the thalamus in MRI and CT imaging,
the medial border of the posterior limb of the internal capsule was used as the landmark to delineate
the lateral aspect of the thalamus, and to make distinctions between BG and thalamic lesions.

No intravenous contrast was used to obtain the CT scans or MRI images. CT and MRI scans were
independently analyzed by one neuroradiologist and one clinical neurologist. The specialists were
blinded to the results of neuropsychological testing and the evolution of patients.

2.4. Procedure

Weprospectivelyevaluatedall patientswithin thefirstweek, at 3months andat1yearpost stroke. The
first assessment was conducted within the first 3e7 days from admission (hereafter, subacute stage). It
included a CT scan at hospital admission and language testing. A second language assessment was con-
ducted at 3-month post stroke after hospital dismissal. MRI studies were performed between the third
and the fourth months post stroke. The third language assessment was conducted at 1 year follow-up.

All language tests were used at the three time points of assessment, except for the Token test which
was only administered in the second and third evaluations. The lesion site and volume were deter-
mined usingMRI and CT scans as previously described. The diagnosis of aphasiawas determined by the
professional judgment of a clinical neurologist and a neuropsychologist, using the classical aphasia
syndrome descriptions (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983).

2.5. Statistical analysis

All analyses were conducted with SPSS Statistics 17.0. The direct scores of patients in the language
tests at the three time points of assessment were considered as the dependent variables in all analyses.
In order to explore the influence of the hemispheric localization of the lesion and the subcortical
structures affected in the evolution of the linguistic performance of patients after stroke, we divided
our sample according to i) the Hemisphere of the Lesion, namely left hemisphere (LH) and right
hemisphere (RH), and ii) the Lesion site, namely caudate nucleus with or without involvement of other
BG nuclei, and other BG nuclei excluding the caudate nucleus.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA (Time � Group) with time (t1 ¼ subacute stage, t2 ¼ three
months, t3 ¼ one year post stroke) defined as the intra-group variable and i) Hemisphere of the Lesion
and ii) Lesion site as the inter-group variables was conducted for each dependent variable. When vi-
olations to sphericity were detected the Greenhouse and Geisser corrections were performed and the
epsilon values were reported. When effects or interactions were considered statistically significant
(p ¼ .05 or smaller), paired samples t-tests were used for intra-group comparisons and independent
samples t-tests were conducted for inter-group comparisons. We also performed a Pearson correlation
between the scores of the patients on the Digit forward test and those obtained on the Token test to
determine the relationship between immediate STM and performance on auditory comprehension of
complex verbal material. Statistical significance for these analyses was also set at the .05 level.

3. Results

3.1. Language and STM status at the subacute stage of stroke

The language and STMperformance of stroke patients at the subacute stage of stroke is summarized
in Appendix A in the supplementarymaterials. Aphasiawas diagnosed in 11 patients (27.5%) with an LH
lesion (Table 2). In addition, 8 patients with an LH lesion did not receive a diagnosis of aphasia but
presented deficits in different language domains. Only case 2 with an LH lesion performed within the
normal limits in all tests. Performance below the cut-off scores was also registered in 16 patients with
an RH lesion in all language tests except for the BNT, which evidenced a normal naming ability in all
cases. Cases 23, 27, 29, and 33 in the RH group performed within the normal limits in all tests.
Importantly, only patients with an RH lesion presented verbosity, with excessive information and
irrelevant details that greatly impaired the structure of their narrative speech as evidenced in the



Table 2
Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with aphasia after left subcortical stroke at the subacute stage and at 1 year
follow-up.

Case Age/Gender/
Ed. yrs/Language

Lesion site CT-MRI Type of lesion/
volume (cm3)

Aphasia type and severity
(1 week)

Language status
(1 year)

1 58/F/5/Spanish C-B/P/CR/IC-AL/EC Ischemia/4 cm3 Unclassifiable aphasia/
moderate

Unclassifiable aphasia/
moderate

3 45/F/7/Spanish C-B/C-H/P/IC-PL/
GP/CR

Ischemia/6 cm3 Trans. motor aphasia/
moderate

Trans. motor aphasia/
mild

4 60/M/5/Spanish P/IC-PL/EC/GP/CR Ischemia/6 cm3 Unclassifiable aphasia/
severe

Unclassifiable aphasia/
moderate

7 48/M/8/Spanish P/IC-PL/EC/GP Hemorrhage/5 cm3 Conduction aphasia/
moderate

No aphasia

8 37/M/5/Spanish C-B/P/IC-AL/EC/CR Hemorrhage/7 cm3 Unclassifiable aphasia/
mild

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

9 63/M/5/Spanish P/IC-PL/EC/GP/CR Hemorrhage/5 cm3 Unclassifiable aphasia/
mild

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

11 72/F/5/Spanish C-B/P/EC/GP/CR Ischemia/4 cm3 Broca's aphasia/severe Trans. Motor aphasia/
moderate

12 58/M/5/Spanish C-H/P/IC-AL/GP Ischemia/2 cm3 Trans. motor aphasia/
mild

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

18 50/M/12/
Bilingual

C/P/IC-AL/EC/GP/
CR

Ischemia/4 cm3 Mixed Trans. aphasia/
moderate

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

19 73/M/5/Spanish P/EC/CR Hemorrhage/4 cm3 Mixed Trans. aphasia/
mild

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

20 18/M/10/
Spanish

C/P/IC-AL/IC-PL/
GP/CR

Ischemia/7 cm3 Trans. sensory aphasia/
moderate

No aphasia, reduced
verbal fluency

Ed. yrs. ¼ Educational years; F ¼ female; M ¼ male; C-B ¼ caudate: body; C-H ¼ caudate: head; P ¼ putamen; CR ¼ corona
radiata; IC-AL ¼ internal capsule: anterior limb; IC-PL ¼ internal capsule: posterior limb; EC ¼ external capsule; GP ¼ globus
pallidus; Trans ¼ transcortical.
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Picture description test. The most frequently observed deficit in the overall sample involved verbal
fluency observed in 72.5% patients. Verbal STM performance was impaired in 9 patients with LH stroke
and only 3 patients with RH stroke performed below the normal limits on this measure.
3.2. Language and STM status over time

The main and interaction effects of each repeatedmeasures ANOVA of the linguistic performance of
patients over time are summarized in Table 3. The first ANOVAs included the within-subject factor
Time (3 levels) and the Hemisphere of the Lesion as the group variable. There was a significant main
effect of Time in all the language and STMmeasures over follow-up assessment. Language performance
of the overall sample showed a similar pattern of evolution over time, with a remarkable increment of
scores between the subacute stage and the assessment at 3 months, and a tendency to continue
improving performance between 3 months and 1 year post stroke. The ANOVAs also revealed a main
Table 3
Oneway repeatedmeasures ANOVA analyses for performance of patients in language tests at the three time points of assessment
after stroke.

Language test Time Hemisphere Time � Hemisphere

Conversational narrative
speech test

F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 11.27, p ¼ .001 F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 7.33, p ¼ .010 F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 9.72, p ¼ .002

Picture description test F ¼ (2,74) ¼ 30.07, p ¼ .000 F ¼ (1,37) ¼ 6.52, p ¼ .015 F ¼ (2,74) ¼ 2.10, p ¼ .146
Boston naming test F ¼ (2,74) ¼ 11.02, p ¼ .001 F ¼ (1,37) ¼ 10.01, p ¼ .003 F ¼ (2,74) ¼ 5.27, p ¼ .020
Commands test F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 15.22, p ¼ .000 F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 6.26, p ¼ .017 F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 7.36, p ¼ .007
Token test F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 5.61, p ¼ .023 F (1,38) ¼ 11.17, p ¼ .002 F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 3.89, p ¼ .056
Animal naming fluency test F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 16.68, p ¼ .000 F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 9.04, p ¼ .005 F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 1.63, p ¼ .207
Digit forward test F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 3.91, p ¼ .024 F ¼ (1,38) ¼ 2.87, p ¼ .098 F ¼ (2,76) ¼ 1.99, p ¼ .144

Effects and interactions significant at the .05 level (two-tailed) are shown in bold.
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effect of Group in all language measures evidencing that the performance of the LH group was below
the RH group in all language and STM tests (Fig. 2).

Importantly, two different patterns of results were observed when considering the Hemisphere of
the Lesion. A first patternwas revealed by the significant interaction between Time and Hemisphere of
the Lesion found in the Conversational narrative speech test, the BNT, and the Commands test (Table 3).
The LH group showed a great recovery in these measures over the first 3 months as the performance of
this group was no longer significantly different from that observed in the RH group at this time point
and onwards (Fig. 2 e A).

A second pattern of results was observed in the Picture description test, the Token test and the
Animal naming fluency test, where the LH group continued to perform significantly below the RH
group beyond the assessment at 3 months (Fig. 2 e B). This was clearly evidenced by the non-
significant interaction effects of Time � Hemisphere of the Lesion in these tests. However, these
measures showed different trends of recovery over time after the 3 month-assessment. The analysis of
the Picture description test evidenced that the LH group that had performed significantly below the RH
group at the subacute stage and at 3 months, no longer differed from this last group at 1 year follow-up.
As regards to performance on the Token test, the LH group remained significantly below the RH group
at both the 3-month and 1-year follow-up assessments. Finally, the performance of the two groups on
the Animal naming fluency test was not significantly different at 3 months assessment, although this
difference between groups became significant at 1 year. At this time point, the performance of the RH
Fig. 2. Performance of patients with an LH lesion versus patients with an RH lesion in language and verbal STM testing over time.
Independent sample t-tests between the two groups achieving statistical significance are depicted as *p < .05, **p < .01.
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group on this measure continued to improve, while the LH group showed a tendency to improve scores
at 3 months but failed to keep on improving afterwards.

The repeated measures ANOVA of the Digit forward test evidenced a significant main effect of Time
but different from the language measures abovementioned, the main effect of Group was non-
significant (Table 3). These results suggest that the improvement on this STM measure occurred in
the overall sample of patients regardless the Hemisphere of the lesion (Fig. 2 e C). Importantly, we
found a significant correlation between performance on the Digit forward test and the Token test at 3
months (r ¼ .49, p ¼ .001) and 1 year assessments (r ¼ .53, p < .001) suggesting a close relationship
between verbal STM performance and verbal comprehension of complex material.

As regards to the evolution of the language performance of patients with an RH lesion, t-tests
revealed a significant difference in scores between the subacute stage and 1 year for the Picture
description test [t (18) ¼ �3.41, p ¼ .003], the BNT [t (18) ¼ �2.96, p ¼ .008], the Commands test [t
(19) ¼ �2.67, p ¼ .015] and the Animal naming fluency test [t (19) ¼ �3.33, p ¼ .004] pointing to a
significant improvement over time. However, no significant differences were found between their
scores at the subacute stage and at 1 year on the Conversation narrative speech test [t (19) ¼ �1,
p ¼ .33], the Token test [t (19) ¼ �1.45, p ¼ .16] or the Digit forward test [t (19) ¼ �.68, p ¼ .50].

A second ANOVA analysis was conducted with the within-subject factor Time (3 levels) and the
Lesion site as the group variable. This ANOVA showed no significant effects of Lesion site on the per-
formance of patients over time in the Conversational narrative speech test [F (1, 38) ¼ .004, p ¼ .953],
the Picture description test [F (1, 37)¼ .131, p¼ .72], the Boston naming test [F (1, 37)¼ .13, p¼ .72], the
Commands test [F (1, 38)¼ .004, p¼ .95], the Token test [F (1, 38)¼ .004, p ¼ .949], the Animal naming
fluency test [F (1, 38) ¼ .003, p ¼ .953], or the Digit forward test [F (1, 38) ¼ 1.95, p ¼ .171].

3.3. Language and STM status at 1 year follow-up

The language and STM performance of stroke patients at 1 year follow-up is presented in Appendix
B in the supplementarymaterials. The assessment at 1 year post stroke showed that 7 out of 11 patients
who presented aphasia at the subacute phase achieved language recovery to some extent although
mild residual deficits were still evidenced. Among the aphasic patients, only case 7 performed within
the normal limits in all language measures, whereas 6 patients continued to present deficits in verbal
fluency despite their normal performance in the other tests. The remaining 4 patients showed little
improvement and continued to present aphasia at 1 year (Table 2). The performance of the non-aphasic
patients with an LH lesion remained below the normal limits in four cases. Conversely, patients with an
RH lesion performed within the normal limits in the Conversational narrative speech test, BNT, and the
Token test. However, 8 patients scored below the cut-off in the Animal naming fluency test. Although
verbal STM remained impaired in 4 patients with an LH lesion and in 4 patients with an RH lesion, most
patients in the LH group displayed a rather low STM performance within the normal limits. The most
common residual deficit in the overall sample involved verbal fluency which continued below normal
performance in 52.5% patients at 1 year.

4. Discussion

We prospectively studied the occurrence and recovery of language and verbal STM dysfunction in a
large cohort of 40 patients with nonthalamic unilateral subcortical stroke from the subacute phase to 1
year post stroke. Ourmain findings indicate that the language deficits observed at the subacute stage of
stroke and their recovery were determined by the hemisphere of the lesion, and not by the locus of
subcortical injury. Furthermore, although we evidenced an important recovery during the first 3
months, deficits in language executive function were the most commonly observed impairment at 1
year post stroke. These and other relevant findings are further discussed.

As expected, patients with lesions to the caudate nucleus did not clearly differ from those with
lesions to other BG nuclei and spared caudate nucleus at baseline testing. Moreover, we did not find a
significant effect of the BG affected (Lesion site) in the language improvement of the overall sample
across different time points of assessment. These results support previous studies suggesting the
absence of a single pattern of language deficits associated to vascular damage to the BG (Copland et al.,
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2000; Nadeau & Crosson, 1997) and highlight the role of the functional connections between the BG
and the frontal lobes in the appearance of language dysfunction (Alexander et al., 1986; Middleton &
Strick, 2000) as discussed below.

Our findings revealed specific patterns of recovery according to the lesioned hemisphere. At
baseline assessment, patients with an LH lesion scored below the cutoff showing a clear impairment to
language ranging frommild isolated disturbances in single language domains tomore severe deficits in
the form of diagnosable aphasic syndromes. A first pattern of language recovery indicated that LH
stroke patients achieved a significant language recovery at 3 months and still evident but reduced
improvement onwards. This pattern of recovery was clearly evidenced by the interaction
Time � Hemisphere observed in the evolution of spontaneous speech as measured by the Conversa-
tional narrative speech, verbal comprehension as measured by the Commands test, and naming ability
as measured by the BNT, the language domains subserved by the perisylvian language cortex (Hillis,
2007) traditionally considered in the diagnosis of aphasia (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983). Previous
studies have reported cases of language disturbance with similar characteristics resolving within the
first 3 months post stroke (Fromm et al., 1985; Kumral et al., 1999; Vallar et al., 1988) while only a few
patients achieved a significant improvement after this period (Liang et al., 2001). Indeed, mild deficits
in these language domains can be detected beyond this time point, specially when using measures of
higher complexity as evidenced by the Picture description test. In line with previous research, our
findings suggest that there is a critical 3-month time window for significant spontaneous recovery of
language function following LH nonthalamic subcortical stroke.

Conversely, most patients with an RH lesion performed within the normal limits in the Conver-
sational narrative speech test, the BNT, and the Commands test and mild deficits were only detected in
a few cases. As a group, patients with an RH stroke improved to near ceiling performance in these tests
at the final assessment. Interestingly, only the Picture description test was useful to identify qualita-
tively different deficits from those observed in patients with an LH lesion. Baseline performance of
patients with an RH lesion on this test was characterized by verbosity and tangential unelaborated
fluent speech, poor in relevant content. Such deficits have been described as impairments to the
discourse and pragmatic aspects of speech (Ferr�e, Ska, Lajoie, Bleau, & Joanette, 2011) typically
observed after RH cortical stroke (Blake, Duffy, Myers, & Tompkins, 2002; Murteira & Santos, 2012).
Our findings suggest that the discursive aspects of language seemingly affected after right BG lesions
return to be within the normal limits at 3 months post stroke.

These overall findings are in linewith the idea that focal BG lesions are associatedwith impairments
to functions of the same hemisphere (Schmahmann & Pandya, 2008). Indeed, lesions to the left BG
mimic the lexical-semantic dysfunction typically observed after damage to the cortical regions
involved in the left language network (Middleton & Strick, 2000), whereas lesions to the right BG
impair the discourse and pragmatic aspects of language supported by the RH cortex that are crucial for
social communication (Bookheimer, 2002). Although most of the existing literature concerns language
dysfunction after LH subcortical stroke, our study offers evidence of the less frequently reported but
clinically relevant deficits after RH subcortical lesion, and highlight the importance of formal language
assessment in cases of right BG stroke.

The second pattern of recovery indicated that the performance of the LH group on the Animal
naming fluency test and the Token test improved over the first 3 months but remained significantly
below the RH group beyond this time point. Indeed, verbal fluency and verbal comprehension of
complex material were not fully recovered at 1 year follow-up. These findings evidence the critical
contribution of the BG-frontal cortex projections to more complex language processes (Alvarez &
Emory, 2006; Copland et al., 2000) that involve executive functions subserved by the prefrontal cor-
tex (Stuss & Levine, 2002).

Deficits in verbal fluency as measured by the Animal naming fluency test showed two different
trends of recovery: while patients with an LH lesion progressed significantly within the first 3 months
and failed to improve onwards, patients affected in the RH showed a continuous but less notorious
improvement that only became considerable at 1 year. An impaired performance in this task has been
associated with left frontal lobe impairment whereas mild defects may also appear in right frontal lobe
pathology (Joanette & Goulet, 1990). These differences in the degree of impairment and recovery ac-
cording to the hemisphere of the lesion reflect a qualitatively different involvement of the BG in this
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language function. Although the BG are bilaterally involved in word generation, the left pre-SMA-BG
ventral anterior thalamic loop has a role in word retrieval from lexical stores whereas the right BG
have an inhibitory effect on the right frontal regions to prevent interference on language production
(Crosson et al., 2003). Importantly, verbal fluency deficits were the most common impairment
observed at 1 year, which supports the initial findings of de Boissezon et al. (2005) revealing that
executive language recovery as measured by a word generation task was not fully completed at 1 year
post stroke.

The performance of the patients with left BG lesions in the Token test remained significantly below
that of patients with RH lesions at 3 months and 1 year after stroke. The scores of patients with an LH
stroke on this test were critically hindered by the difficulty of the final part of the test involving more
lexical items, which was not observed in patients with an RH lesion. Moreover, we found a significant
correlation between the performance of the LH group on the Token test and the Digit forward test at 3
months and 1 year after stroke. This limited improvement in comprehension of complex verbal ma-
terial in the LH group points to additional limitations in verbal STM as evidenced in previous studies
(Radanovic et al., 2004). The frontal lobes hold a great structural overlap for verbal STM/WMand verbal
processing (Hickok, 2009), and reduced verbal STM/WM capacity in aphasic patients correlates with
verbal comprehension in high STM/WM load situations (Just & Carpenter, 1992). The BG receive
bilateral projections from the left pre-SMA (Inase et al., 1999) supporting verbal WM (Crosson et al.,
1999; Mecklinger, Bosch, Gruenewald, Bentin, & von Cramon, 2000) and fMRI studies have demon-
strated the bilateral caudate involvement in verbal WM (Moore, Li, Tyner, Hu, & Crosson, 2013). The
general improvement of the overall sample in the Digit forward test irrespective from the lesioned
hemisphere supports this bilateral involvement of the BG in verbal STM. Our findings suggest that the
degree of impairment of verbal STM by virtue of a left BG lesion and concomitant disruption to this
fronto-subcortical connection may influence performance and recovery of verbal comprehension of
complex material.

These findings suggest that complex language processes related to executive function supported by
the frontal lobes are more critically impaired in LH subcortical stroke than other language functions
such as spontaneous speech, naming, and simple comprehension supported by perisylvian regions.
Indeed, the language assessment at 1 year suggests that general language impairment achieves a more
pronounced recovery than complex language processes related to executive function, being the later
themost common residual deficits at 1 year post stroke, as suggested by previous studies (Fromm et al.,
1985). The fact that language ability supported by frontal executive function is more critically impaired
than lexical-semantic abilities subserved by other cortical regions seems rather reasonable given the
role of the BG in the BG-thalamo-cortical circuits. A functional continuity between the BG and the
frontal lobes within the frontostriatal pathways has been suggested (Dubois & Pillon, 1996). While the
frontal cortex is the primary neurological underpinning of executive function, the BG plays a crucial
modulatory role in the cognitive functions subserved by this cortical region (Middleton& Strick, 2000;
Vallar et al., 1988). Thus, the occurrence of language executive deficits after BG pathology would reflect
a functional derangement of the frontal cortex.

Although determining the causes of language recovery in our patient cohort was beyond the aim of
this study, several factors can be considered as possible accounts. Language recovery following
subcortical stroke has been associated with the improvement of cortical hypoperfusion with and
without the use of reperfusion interventions (Hillis et al., 2002, 2004; Vallar et al., 1988). Our patient
cohort did not receive any specific intervention to restore cortical perfusion at the acute stage, and the
results reported reflect the natural progression of language recovery in patients who could not benefit
from the currently available reperfusion treatments. Thus, it is possible that the residual presence of
deficits in our patients is related to the initial presence of major cortical hypoperfusion in the frontal
lobes and language perisylvian cortex and persistent hypoperfusion in the long term as evidenced in
previous studies (Vallar et al., 1988).

It is also possible that damage to surrounding white matter pathways after subcortical stroke
contributes to language dysfunction. For instance, there is evidence that lesions in the internal capsule
may interrupt the functional cortico-subcortical connections (Alexander et al., 1986). It has been
previously suggested that the degree of impairment and plasticity in the white matter fiber tracts
relevant to language processing is also of great importance in predicting the recovery of language
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function (Naeser, Palumbo, Helm-Estabrooks, Stiassny-Eder, & Albert, 1989; Schlaug, Marchina, &
Norton, 2009). Besides, language and speech therapy can lead to the reorganization of language neural
networks accounting for brain plasticity in stroke survivors (Fridriksson, Richardson, Fillmore, & Cai,
2012) even at the chronic phase (Meinzer et al., 2004). However, the information of language and
speech therapy was not available in most cases reported in the present study and thus, we could not
address its effects on language recovery.

5. Conclusions

Our findings indicate that the hemisphere of the lesion and not the specific structure of the vascular
injury plays a key role in the occurrence of language deficits and recovery after subcortical stroke.
Furthermore, the speech and language impairments following BG stroke in the LH and RH mirror the
lexical-semantic/discourse dysfunction observed after cortical lesions to each hemisphere, thus
reflecting the qualitatively different contributions of each hemisphere to language processing. We
suggest that a substantial improvement of language dysfunction can be expected at 3 months after
vascular damage to the BG although recoverymay not be fully achieved at 1 year, being the impairment
to language executive functions themost common residual deficit after nonthalamic subcortical stroke.
Future studies withmodern imaging techniques andmore specific neuropsychological testing sensitive
to RH language processing and frontal lobe dysfunction should further address the long-term recovery
of language disorders in this pathology.
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